Mach availability for Season 2020

ADRIA MACH
For an easier,
more comfortable life.

Sonic

Alpina

Astella

Optional

Optional

Optional

Advanced app now offers clever remote control of
all important functions and even more comfort when
inside. Adria MACH provides intuitive insights into
your energy and water supplies, large caravanning
POI database and many extras.

How? Simple!

How MACH works:
Install

Create

Connect

Enjoy

the app from Google Play
or Apple Store* or visit
adria-mobil.com/mach

your Adria ID

to your vehicle

tailored experience

Visit www.adria-mobil.com/mach for more information

*December 2019

For more information regarding costs, please contact your Adria dealer.

#inspiringadventures

ADRIA-MOBIL.COM

What MACH
can do for you:

Some real-life situations
where MACH proves its worth.

Mobile Artificial intelligence Communications Hardware

REMOTE CONTROL OF IMPORTANT
FUNCTIONS
Lights, heating, cooling, battery, water, gas, fridge …
(with statistics and prediction).

MANAGE YOUR VEHICLE
Interactive and intuitive manuals, levelling information
(angle-accelerometer), key technical data …

NAVIGATION & POI.
Nearby refilling points suggestion and large POI
database (Adria dealers, camps, parking spots,
restaurants, landmarks …)

MOBILE OFFICE
Wi-Fi hotspot functionality (access to web,
listening to IP radio, watching IP TV …)

AIR-CONDITION CONTROL.
Hot day and you are on the beach.
Before you head back to your caravan,
you turn on the AC and step into a
perfectly cooled environment.

HEATING CONTROL.
Nice skiing day in the alps. Before the last run you
increase the heating temperature and really feel
like at home in your motorhome from the get-go.
MACH is available for smartphones, tablets (Android, iOS*) and computers (web app*). MACH functions also in remote areas without mobile signal due to its internal storage. For some functionalities extra SIM card is required.

LIGHTS CONTROL.
Quiet evening and you’re reading the book in front of
your caravan. You really don’t fell as going inside to turn
on/off the lights. You can do it with your phone!

LEVELLING.
You arrived at a nice spot and all you need is to
well-balance the vehicle. Mach features an angle meter
and an accelerometer to help you fix this quickly.

GAS LEVELS.
After a cold night, you wonder how much gas you’ve got
left. MACH will calculate precisely when you will run of
it.* MACH offers same help for electricity and water.*

INSTRUCTIONS.
Sometimes you need to find a specific
valve, change something, fix or check
some other thing. No need to list through
the printed instruction manual. MACH’s got
you covered with intuitive instruction,
tailored to your product layout.

*optional functionality.

Simplify your life:

POINTS OF INTEREST.
MACH comes with a huge
database of camps, stops,
restaurants, landmarks
and Adria dealers of course.
Wherever you need to go,
MACH will show you the way.

